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1. The Backgroundl)
In one of the better-known passages of "Capital", Marx developed the idea
of a cyclical interaction of accumulation, employment and income distribu-
tion between workers and capitalists (Marx 1977, pp. 580-582). The essence
of this cyclical process can be summarized as follows: A high rate of
capital accumulation reduces the "reserve army of labour". This causes an
eventual rise in the wage share due to an increase in labour's bargaining
power. In due time, this change in income distribution, unfavourable to
capitalists, triggers a decline of accumulation and increases the unem-
ployment ratio. The concomitant shift to profits sets the stage for a new
start of the same sequence. Marx clearly associated this mechanism with
the business cycle of his time when he stated: "Taking them as a whole,
the general movements of wages are exclusively regulated by the expansion
and contraction of the industrial reserve army, and these again correspond
to the periodic changes of the industrial cycle" (Marx 19~7, p. 596, also
compare pp. 592-593).
In her essay on Marxian economics, Joan Robinson commented in some detail
on this part of Marx's theory (Robinson 1969). While she did not reject
its general idea, she argued that Marx was mistaken in presenting his
model as an explanation of the business cycle: "This cycle Marx identifies
with the decennial trade cycle. This identification is an error" (p. 84).
Somewhat later she added: "There may be in reality a cycle of the type
1) Critical and constructive remarks by R.M. Costrell are gratefully
acknowledged. We also benefitted from comments by P. Flaschel en A. de
Zeeuw.2
which Marx analyses. But if so, it must be of a much longer period than
the decennial trade cycle ..." (p. 85). This assessment seems to be the
logical consequence of her Keynesian perspective. She quite rightly re-
marks that product market disequilibria are neglected in Marx's argument,
or, to put it another way, that the significance of effective demand is
ignored as a relevant determinant of output and employment. As she is
convinced that the latter is the clue to any explanation of the business
cycle, Marx's cycle has to be something else: a"long-period cycle" (p.
85) or an element of a"long period-theory of employment" (cf. the title
of chapter IV).
About a quarter of a century later, Richard Goodwin picked up Marx's idea
and put it into a most elegant mathematical form (Goodwin 196~). Being
himself one of the outstanding contributors to Keynesian macro-dynamics,
he cannot be accused for ignoring the relevance of íts specific points of
departure. Nevertheless, he accepted - in contradiction to Robinson -
Marx's mechanism as a fruitful approach to business cycle theory.
This view was soon to be challenged by A.B. Atkinson in an interesting
article on the time dimension of economic models (Atkinson 1969). Among
other subjects, he discussed whether the periodicity generated by Good-
win's growth cycle model could approximately lie in the range of empiric-
ally observed lengths of post-war business cycles. Although Atkinson chose
parameter values and modifications conducive to shorter cycles, he con-
cluded that Goodwin's 196~ model could not serve as a description of busi-
ness cycles: "In fact the model as it stands may be better suited to ex-
plaining the 16-22 year 'Kuznets' cycle than the postwar trade cycle"
(Atkinson 1969, p. 151). While Atkinson did not refer to Robinson's crit-
ique, his contribution supported her position. He did so, however, not by
referring to the alleged superiority of the Keynesian approach. He rather
claimed that Goodwin's model failed to pass a specific kind of consistency
test: The time dimension of the processes a model generates should roughly
correspond to the time dimension of the economic phenomena that it tries
to explain. Of course, this is a rather limited test for the value of a
model which certainly falls short of a thorough empirical check by econom-
etric methods. (Similar tests could be applied if a model is claimed to be3
stable or insensitive to small changes in parameters.) But just as such a
test is not very demanding, we feel that Atkinson is quite right to urge
that models should be able to pass it.
We are not aware of any comments of Goodwin's on the time-period issue
raised by Atkinson. Goodwin discussed Robinson's objections to his growth
cycle model, however (Goodwin 1983). Apparently, Robinson had criticized
the classical perspective of the model or rather its neglect of Keynesian
insights in verbal communications: With underutilization of resources, and
unemployment in particular, wages and profits would rise together in an
upswing and decline together during a recession. By concentrating on in-
come shares, which necessarily add up to one, according to Robinson too
much emphasis had been put on the contradictory aspects of wages and pro-
fit dynamics. Goodwin accepted this criticism within certain limits. With
unemployment governing nominal wage changes and constant mark-up pricing,
he agrees that there may be Keynesian phases in the cycle, in which income
shares remain more or less constant, while profits and wages move parallel
in accordance with net output. He insists, however, that as output growth
becomes eventually restricted by declining unemployment, real wages in-
creases will squeeze profits and bring about a downturn. A similar argu-
ment is put forward by Goodwin with regard to the lower turning point. He
arrives at the following conclusion: "Consequently it is in the region of
full employment that the problem of the inverse relation of wages and
profits arises since, with labour shortages, the real wage tends to rise
strongly. This is the Marxian concept of the fluctuation of the reserve
army of labour; it was this concept which I introduced into the model
which Joan took exception to, presumably because I had not properly limit-
ed the region of its operation" (Goodwin 1983. P. 3~8).
Unfortunately, Goodwin does not mention any discussion with Joan Robinson
on the problem of the appropriate length of the period generated by his
model. It is this question that we are going to consider in the remainder4
of the present paper.2) The modifications of Goodwin's model which will
be introduced have a Keynesian background. Rowever, unlike Goodwin him-
self, we will not take up the issues of price and nominal wage forma-
tion,3) but rather allow for product market disequilibria, or, what
amounts to the same, we will allow for a variable capital coefficient and
a variable capacity utilization. By doing so, we try to help Goodwin's
model to pass Atkinson's "consistency test". We are afraid that Joan
Robinson would not have liked our mix of Marxian and Keynesian ingre-
dients, as the Marxian components remain the dominant elements - as, for
that matter, it is the case in Goodwin's defense. We are sure she would
have preferred an amalgamation of Marxian and Keynesian ideas along under-
consumptionist lines instead (cf. Robinson 1969, pp. 48-51, 71-72).
In section 2 we outline the modified model, which will be reduced to a
system of three differential equations in section 3. Its characteristics
are discussed in section 4, while the final section contains concluding
remarks.
2. The Modified Goodwin-Model
Let us start by briefly summarizing those assumptions of Goodwin's we will
not change. They refer first of all to the labour market. Labour supply
(A) is assumed to grow with the constant growth rate n, while labour pro-
ductivity (y) increases with the constant proportional rate m, i.e.
Á - (dA~dt)~A - n (1)
y - (dy~dt)~y - m (Z)
-------------------------------------------------------
2) The issue under consideration has attracted more attention recently.
After having fínished this manuscript, we had a chance to see Robert
Solow's contribution to the Goodwin-Festschrift, which is going to appear
in 1988. Solow, too, takes a sceptical view respect to the neglect of
demand side consideration and the period length in Goodwin's model.
3) The aspects neglected here are taken into account in another paper of
ours, cf. Glombowski~Krtiger 1987.5
Ignoring labour hoarding, labour demand ( L) is governed by the level of
net output (Y),
L - Y~Y (3)
The employment ratio (S) is then obtained by dividing labour demand by
labour supply,
A - L~A (4)
Let w be the real wage rate. Its growth rate is assumed to depend positiv-
ely on the employment ratio. We follow Goodwin in adopting a linear ver-
sion of this relation, i.e.
w - -al t aZp (5)
where al and a2 are positive parameters. This relation can be justified by
reference to the increase in bargaining power as employment approaches
ever higher levels.4) It should be noted that this assumption is rather
Marxian than Keynesian. Keynesians would not deny that low levels of unem-
ployment are likely to cause increments in money wages. Yet they would
argue that the very same circumstances that make for high employment
would, at the same time, create product market conditions which enabled
capitalists to raise prices more or less in line with wage increases.
Next, define the wage share (k) to be
N - wL~Y - w~Y (6)
From (5) and (6) it follows that its growth rate depends on the employment
ratio,
4) One should notice, however, that the summarizing presentation of
bargaining results by a single function like this does not provide much
insight into the objectives, the strategies and the learning behaviour
associated with the actual process of bargaining decisions.6
u- w- y--(a14m) t a2p (Ï)
We now turn to the product market. Goodwin assumed in the classical fash-
ion that total product could always be sold at once at a constant price.
Under these circumstances the level of output would be determined by the
capital stock at hand and a constant (technically determined) capital-
output ratio. Let us assume instead that the rate of change of output is
governed by a trend component and an excess demand part, i.e.
Y - dY~dt - aY ~ ó(I-S) (8)
In (8), the parameter a is the trend rate of growth capitalists expect. It
should be compatible with factual experiences. As demand (D) is composed
of consumption demand (C) and investment (I), while net income (Y) is
either consumed (Cj or saved (S), the difference between demand and net
income (supply), i.e. excess demand, equals the difference between (plann-
ed) investment and savings,
D-Y - (CtI) - (CtS) - I-S (9)
Of course, a(positive) excess demand implies that stocks of finished
goods are diminished in order to serve customers, while an excess supply
mear~s that present unsold produce is taken on stock for sale later on. The
reacLion coefficient b measures how strongly producers will adjust produc-
tion levels to product market disequilibria. The excess demand component
of (8) is a continuous version of the well-known discrete-time dynamic
multiplier, the lag being taken as exponentially distributed (cf. Allen
1966, pp. 69-72).
As we mentioned before, Goodwin assumed the product market to be in perma-
nent equilibrium, which implies that savings always equal planned invest-
ment. This is in line with classical reasoning: Workers do not save, while
capitalists fully spend on accumulation what they do not spend on consump-
tion. As Goodwin's capitalists do not consume at all, total profits, in-
vestment and savings coincide in his model. We assume instead that savingsand investment decisions are taken separately. While capitalists are held
to accumulate a certain constant percentage (c) of profits (n),
I - cn,
savings are described according to Kaldor's savings function, i.e.
S - swwL t srtrt,
(10)
where sw and sR are the constant savings ratios of workers and capital-
ists, respectively.
Profits are defined as non-wage income, i.e.
n - Y - wL - (1-u)Y (12)
Goodwin employs the same definition, but one should notice that its mean-
ing has slightly changed, as profits now inclu3e the increment of invento-
ries in case of excess supply and do not include sales of previously pro-
duced commodities in case of excess demand. This definition of profits
does not cause serious problems as long as it is reasonable to expect that
actual surplusses can be sold later. This is exactly what would happen in
a non-explosive cyclical development with phases of excess surplusses
being followed by times of excess demand and vice versa.
With regard to the parameters of the savings and investment functions we
stipulate
1) c) sR ) sw ) 0 (13)
Let us examine the consequences of these assumptions. In figure 1 the
savings and investment ratios out of net income are both drawn as func-
tions of the profit share, i.e. (1-yt).5) Assumption (13) guarantees that
both functions have an intersection for (1-u) E(0,1). Thus there exists a
5) Compare the functions (19) and (20) below.8
positive profit share smaller than one which is compatible with product
market equilibrium.









There is a second implication of (13) we should mention. Whenever the
income distribution should happen to be constant at a level giving rise to
a positive excess demand, the concomitant ríse in production would not
reduce the initial imbalance. Therefore, the dynamic multiplier process is
unstable. This is more in line with Harrod's cumulative instability of
knife-edge growth than with the short-term stability of Keynes' investment
multiplier. Hence, in our present model, it will depend on the dynamics of
income distribution whether or not the cumulative unstable process is
transformed into a cyclical motion.
3. Reduction of the Model
The model introduced above can be reduced to three differential equations
in the employment ratio, the wage share and the capital coefficient. The
first of these equations follows immediately from (~):9
u - -(altm)u t a2AN (14)
It takes a few steps more to derive the equation for the employment ratio.
From (4) we have
n n




L - Y - y (16)
follows from (3). Substituting (16) into (15} and taking (1) and (2) into
account, the growth rate of the employment ratio turns out to be equal to
the growth rate of net product minus the growth rates of labour productiv-
ity and labour supply, i.e.
~ - Y - m - n
The growth rate of net product can be shown to be a function of the wage
share: From (8) we have
Y - a t b(I~Y-S~Y)
The investment ratio is given by
I~Y - c(1-u)
because of ( 10) and (12), while the savings ratio can be written
S~Y - s~ i srt(1-u)
on behalf of (6), ( 11) and ( 12). Making use of the abbreviation
g-: c -srt'sw




(21)I~Y - SIY - g(1-u) - sw (22}
which leads to
Y - a { b[g(1-u)-sw] (23)
for the development of net product growth. Substitution of (23) into (17)
provides the differential equation for the employment ratio we are looking
for:
~3 - Ca-m-ntb(g-sw)]R - ~gfiu (24)
Obviously, (14) and (24) form a pair of differential equations in g and u
which are self-sufficient as they do not involve other variables of the
system. It seems helpful, however, to add a third equation in the capital
coefficient to trace the effects of product market disequilibrium. The
capital coefficient (v) is defined as
" ' K~Y (25)
Therefore, its growth rate can be written
v - K - Y (26)
From (10) and (11) we obtain the growth rate of the capital stock as
n
K - c(1-u)~~ (27)
After inserting (18) and (27) into (26) we can derive
v - c(1-u) - (aabg-bsw)v t bgyiv
as the dífferential equation in the capital coefficient.
(28)11
4. Characteristics of the Solution
We are now prepared to check whether the system (14), (24) and (28) has
got a steady state solution, i.e. a triple (~e, ue, ve) which makes the
time derivatives of ~, u and v vanish. A unique non-trivisl steady state
solution does exist and is given by
~e - (m'al),a2
Ne - (a-m-n)~(SB) t (1-sw~B)
c(1-ue)




The steady state values of the wage share and the capital coefficient both
depend on a, the expected growth rate of demand. Thus it seems that there
are a lot of steady states according to different levels of this parame-
ter. From a long-run perspective, however, the assumption a- m}n seems to
be natural: A constant employment ratio implies Y- m.n because of (17).
Then from (18) we obtain
I~Y - S~Y - ( m~n-a)~b (32)
Thus whenever a~ man, a steady state with either a constant relative
excess demand or a constant relative excess supply emerges. In the excess
demand case, sooner or later the initial inventories will be run down, so
that demand has to be rationed. In the opposite case, stocks will be piled
up in ever larger absolute amounts. One might assume that excess stocks
would be destroyed more or less regularly, but such an assumption does not
seem to make much sense. In the long run, and especislly in a steady
state, capitalists should be considered competent enough to correctly
anticipate the trend rate of demand growth. Putting
a - m~n (33)
the equilibrium employment ratio is unaffected, while the others are simp-
lified to become12
aiia




Note that the differential equations for p and v have to be adjusted ac-
cordingly.
To check the local stability of the steady state and to get a first idea
of the behaviour of our model off the steady state, we consider the solu-
tion to the system (14), (24) and (28) linearized around its steady state












where the elements of the (Jacobian) matrix (J) are the partial derivativ-
es of the differential equations with respect to p, N and v, taken at the
equilibrium point. The eigenvalues s can be calculated most easily by
developing the last column of the determinant J- sI, putting it equal to
zero and solving for s. Proceeding like this, we obtain a pair of purely
imaginary eigenvalues,
s1,2 - t i(bga2J3e~e)1~2




The imaginary pair of eigenvalues is associated with the self-sufficient
subsystem (14) and (24). This outcome implies that the employment ratio
and the wage share will both follow cyclical time paths with constant
amplitudes and constant periods in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium
point, which means that the equilibrium is locally stable, although not
asymptotically stable. The time period (O) of the oscillations can be
calculated by the formula13
0 - 2n(Sga2~e~e)-1~2, (39)
while the amplitudes depend on the initial displacements from the steady
state values.6) We will present some figures below to check whether time
periods observable in actual business cycles are likely to be obtained in
our model.
The time path of the capital coefficients is made up out of two compon-
ents: a first component displaying regular oscillations and a second one,
associated with the real eigenvalue, which depends on initial conditions
and eventually vanishes. Therefore, the capital coefficient will show
regular oscillations in the long run with the same period as the other
variables, whenever the latter oscillate. Should the wage share and the
employment ratio take on their steady state values from the beginning,
then any initial difference of the capital coefficient from its steady
state value would decrease monotonically with time.
The numerical examples presented here follow Atkinson's examples as far as
possible, i.e. we choose the same (size of) parameters as he did. While we
allow the parameters c and ó, which are associated with our modifications,
to vary as indicated below, we stick to the following values throughout:
m- 0,03 n- 0,01 al - 0,94 a2 - 1,00
sn - 0.23 sw - 0,05
Note that the "natural rate of growth" (m4n-0,04) and the equilibrium rate
of employment (~e-0,9~) have the same values as in Atkinson's calcula-
tions. As far as a2 is concerned, we take the lowest value that Atkinson
chose, i.e. the most unfavourable one for the emergence of short cycles.
The following table shows that there is a broad spectrum of values for c
and b which give rise to periods "acceptable" for a business cycle model.
6) t~ere we only describe the results. More details are given in the
appendix.14






3 6 9 12
13,925 9.847 8,040 6,963
8.932 6,316 5,156 4,466
7,087 5,016 4,092 3.544
6,055 4,282 3,496 3,028
5,372 3.800 3,102 2,686













The equilibrium values do not depend on the reaction coefficient b, but ue
and ve vary with the accumulation quota c as shown in table 2. We only
report those values here in order to show that the periods of cycles pre-
sented in table 1 do not lead to unreasonable equilibrium values.
So far we have only considered the linearized version of our equation
system. In order to make sure that the same type of system behaviour oc-
curs for the original non-linear equations, we have employed a fourth-
order Runge-Kutta formula for numerical integration (cf. Lapidus~Seinfeld
1971, pp. 65-66). Figure 2 shows the trajectories of our variables in
three-dimensional state phase for the case c- 0,4 and á- 3. The equilib-
rium point forms the origin. Within 120 years we obtain about thirteen
cycles, which fits in with the corresponding figure from table 1. More-
over, we can see that the amplitudes of u and p remain the same, while the
cycles converge to a definite one due to the trend component in v. Thus
the behaviour of the non-linear model corresponds to the features of the
linearized one.IS
F'IGUEiE 2: T'HE 'CIME PATTIS OE THE EMPLOYMEN'I' ftATIO, THE WAGE SHARE AND THE
CAPITAL COEFFICIENT IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL STATE PHASE
Parameters:
c-o,4 b-3
Pe - 0.97 ~(o) - 1
ue - N(o) - 0.77272727
~e - ~(o) - 2.2727273
number of iterations - 300
step size - 0,4
number of periods - 120
scale: 1 point - 0,5 x deviation from equilibrium16
5. Concluding Remarks
On the basis of our numerical examples, which are not singular, we are
able to reject Atkinson's pessimistic conclusion as to the value of Good-
win's model as a basis for business cycle theory. Employing simple modi-
fications, but alternative ones to those suggested by Atkinson, our modi-
fied Goodwin model passes his test. The economic reason for this result is
that the incroduction of excess demand as a factor regulating production
dynamics "speeds up" the profit squeeze cycle. Whenever a low wage share
induces more investment, more production and a higher employment, the
expansion in Goodwin's original model is restricted by capital accumula-
tion, given a constant degree of capacity utilization. In our modified
version, however, production growth is more flexible as the capital coef-
ficient may fall due to increases in capacity utilization in the face of
excess demand. A stronger reaction of production growth due to excess
demand leads to a faster rise in the employment ratio and, thereby, to a
quicker reactíon of wage rates. The profit squeeze therefore makes itself
felt earlier than in the original model. Consequently, the modified model
brings about shorter cycles.
We do not claim that by the introduction of our modifications all objec-
tions to Goodwin's growth cycle model have been removed. A sufficient
number of other serious objections have been raised in the literature (and
other modifications have been proposed) to preclude that. Moreover, the
purely theoretical question of consistency may be less important than the
issue of empirical relevance, which we have not addressed at all. Never-
theless, we think that the specific type of criticism can be rejected
which holds that the periods to which this kind of models give rise would
necessarily be too long to consider them as candidates for business cycle
explanations.
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Appendix: Explicit Solution of the Linearized System
The autonomous system of linear differential equations (36) has been ob-
tained by linearizing the original non-linear system (14), (24) and (28)
around its unique non-trivial equilibrium point, as given by (29), (30)
and (31). The general solution to (36) can be written as follows~)
~) There are, of course, a lot of treatments on differential equations.
For the present case, Kaplan (1958), pp. 224-230 is a very well suited
reference.18
~ - ~e - ClclleXp(slt) i C2c12eXp(s2t) } C3c13eXp(s3t)
u- xe - Clc21exp(slt) t C2c22exp(s2t) t C3c~3exp(s3t) (A1)
v- ve - Clc3lexp(slt) t C2c3~exp(s2t) t C3c33exp(s3t)
Here, the si (i-1,2,3) are the characteristic roots of the Jacobian in
(36) as given by (3~) and (38); (cl~, c2~, c3~)' is the eigenvector corre-
sponding to the j-th root; and the C~ are constants to be deterroined from
initial conditions.
Get us rewrite the non-zero entries of the Jacobian as follows:
a12 - -bgse
a21 - a2ue




The first eigenvector, i.e. the one associated with root sl, can be repre-
sented by
cll - -a12 t ib
c21 - e21 - ib
a32(a21(mtn)-b2) - iba~2(a21tm.n)
c31 - (m~n)2 } b21y
The second one is the complement of the first. We only have to reverse the
signs before the i's to find it. Note that all the eigenvectors are only
determined up to multiple constant. Finally, the third eigenvector can be
represented by
c13-c~3-o, c33-~
The eigenvectors can be substituted into (A1). In order to obtain solu-
tions in real numbers, we make use of the following identities
exp(ibt) - cos bt t i sin bt
exp(-ibt) - cos bt - i sin bt
Furthermore, we switch to the new pair of constants cl, c2 by employing
C1 -(cl t ic2)~2 and C2 -(cl - ic2)~2
For the first equation of (A1), we obtain
~- Se -(Clcll}C2c12)cos bt t i(Clcll-C2c12)sin bt,
which, after substitutions, gives rise to
S- Se
--(a12cltbc2)cos bt t(a12c2-bcl)sin bt
In the same way, we obtain the solution for N,
u- ue -(a21c14bc2)cos bt t(bcl-a21c2)sin bt
The third equation contains an additional exponential term since c33 does
not vanish. First we get
v- ve - C1c31(cos bt t i sin bt) } CZc32(cos bt - i sin bt) t
}
C3c33exp(-(mtn)t)20
After all substitutions and rearrangements have been made, we arrive at
v-
ve -(clgl-c2g2)cos bt -(clg2}c2g1)sin bt ; C3exp(-(m4n)t),
where gl and g2 stand for the following expressions:
a32(a21(m'n)-b2) a~2b(a21}m}n)
gl - (m}n)2 } b2 B2 - (m}n)2 } b2
From the structure of the solution, it is clear that the constants cl and
c2 can be derived from the first two equations only, given initial values
of S and u. C3 will then be determined by adding an initial condition for
v.
The solution to the linearized system has the same qualitative features as
exhibited by the numerical solution to the non-linear system (cf. figure
2).
In the numerical integration of the original non-linear system we assumed
initial conditions of the form S(0) )~e, N(0) - Ne and v(0) - ve. If we
employ the same type of initial conditions here, the constants can be
derived from the equations
~(0) - Se - -a12c1 - bc2
0 - a21c1 t bc2




Using the same numerical values as in the example given in the text, a
graph similar to Figure 2 can be shown to emerge from the linearized mod-
el.i
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